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Assuring Clonality on the Beacon Digital Cell Line
Development Platform

Kim Le, Christopher Tan, Huong Le, Jasmine Tat, Ewelina Zasadzinska, Jonathan Diep,
Ryan Zastrow, Chun Chen, and Jennitte Stevens*

During biomanufacturing cell lines development, the generation and
screening for single-cell derived subclones using methods that enable
assurance of clonal derivation can be resource- and time-intensive.
High-throughput miniaturization, automation, and analytic strategies are
often employed to reduce such bottlenecks. The Beacon platform from
Berkeley Lights offers a strategy to eliminate these limitations through
culturing, manipulating, and characterizing cells on custom nanofluidic chips
via software-controlled operations. However, explicit demonstration of this
technology to provide high assurance of a single cell progenitor has not been
reported. Here, a methodology that utilizes the Beacon instrument to ensure
high levels of clonality is described. It is demonstrated that the Beacon
platform can efficiently generate production cell lines with a superior clonality
data package, detailed tracking, and minimal resources. A stringent in-process
quality control strategy is established to enable rapid verification of clonal
origin, and the workflow is validated using representative Chinese hamster
ovary-derived cell lines stably expressing either green or red fluorescence
protein. Under these conditions, a >99% assurance of clonal origin is
achieved, which is comparable to existing imaging-coupled
fluorescence-activated cell sorting seeding methods.

1. Introduction

The development of biotherapeutics relies on manipulating
mammalian cells to secrete desired proteins. To ensure maximal
productivity and as part of the overall control strategy, regulatory
agencies require that all biomanufacturing cell lines be “cloned
from a single cell progenitor” to ensure safety and consistent
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product quality.[1–3] Additionally, guidelines
from the FDA released over the past few
years also established an expectation for
industrial sponsors to provide high as-
surance of clonality.[4–6] Historically, sub-
cloning was performed through limiting di-
lution plating, and clonality assurance was
assessed based on statistical arguments.[7,8]

To improve assurance, multiple rounds
of limiting dilution were often performed
to obtain a desired probability of clonal
derivation.[9,10] Modern cloning approaches
instead employ specialized instruments to
ensure that a single cell is seeded into
microtiter plates through interrogation of
cells at the point of deposit. These in-
clude fluorescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS), Cytena single-cell printer (SCP),[11]

and Solentim verified in-situ plate seeding
(VIPS).[12–16] In the above examples, cell de-
position is usually coupled with the use of
microscopic imaging of well plates before
deposition, after deposition (within 24 h),
and during subsequent colony expansion.
Additionally, a manual verification step of

these images by one or more trained scientists is performed to
confirm single cell origin and select candidate clones for subse-
quent colony picking.
The emerging, fully integrated Berkeley Lights Beacon

nanofluidic technology holds the potential to transform tradi-
tional manual cell culture to digital analysis and manipulation.
The Beacon platform is equipped with opto-electropositioning
(OEP), microfluidics, and microscopy to enable cells to be ma-
nipulated, cultured, and assayed on nanofluidic chips.[17–20] We
have previously demonstrated that the Beacon instrument can
be employed to generate high quality cell lines with reduced re-
source requirements compared to traditional FACS-based meth-
ods. However, no reported clonality assessment has been pub-
lished for the Berkeley Lights Beacon platform.[21]

Each nanofluidic chip contains 1758 NanoPen chambers ar-
rayed along four continuous channels. The NanoPens have a
narrow opening to the channel for nutrients and cellular waste
diffusion and are not completely separated by physical barriers,
leading to the possibility that on-chip mixing of cells from one
NanoPen to another can occur. The Beacon platform prevents
on-chip mixing of cells from one NanoPen to another in two
ways. First, the nanofluidic chips are tilted at a small angle from
horizontal so that cells settle to the bottom of NanoPens and
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away from the narrow opening to the channel. Second, the chips
are engineered so that there is no net flow into or out of the
NanoPens. The fluidic regime, whether laminar or turbulent, can
be assessed by the non-dimensional Reynolds number which is a
ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces. For a typical Beacon flow
rate of 1 µL s−1 through the chip’s channels, the Reynolds num-
ber is ≈1.2, whereas the accepted transition to turbulent flow be-
gins to occur at a Reynolds number of 2300. Thus, we can assume
that all flows in these channels are laminar and that cells can
only be moved into and out of the NanoPens using light-based
manipulation. However, whether these methods are sufficient to
prevent on-chip mixing and to ensure clonality when culturing
and exporting highly optimized production cell lines has not been
previously published. In this manuscript, we describe how the
Beacon’s integrated imaging capability, in combination with in-
process controls, is employed to generate a reliable clonality data
package. Using a representative Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)
model system that constitutively expresses either green fluores-
cent protein (GFP) or red fluorescence protein (RFP), we have
validated this workflow and present unrivaled clonality assurance
compared to FACS and limiting dilution-based procedures.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Cells and Cell Culture

Model cell lines were generated by transfecting a clonal CHO
host with plasmid DNA encoding either a GFP or an RFP and a
selection marker. Following transfection, stably expressing pool
populations were generated through repeated passaging under
selection pressure until the cells reached above 90% viability. Se-
lection pressure was then removed, and the cells were monitored
for stable expression of GFP or RFP through fluorescence mi-
croscopy. Pools were then re-transfected with plasmid DNA en-
coding heavy and light chains from a human monoclonal anti-
body with a metabolic selection marker through a process typical
of a standard cell line development campaign. Antibody secreting
pools were selected through passaging in a selective seed-train
growth medium until the cells reached above 90% viability and
maintained consistent doubling times. Subclones were isolated
from pools through three rounds of sequential limiting dilution,
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), and Berkeley Lights
Instrument (BLI) subcloning methods. Isolated clones were ex-
panded and screened for stable fluorescent protein expression.
Throughout the process, the cells were cultured in either 96-
well, 24-well, or 24-deepwell microtiter plates (Corning, Corning,
NY), 125 mL shake flasks (Corning, Corning, NY), T-175 flasks
(Corning, Corning, NY), or 50 mL spin tubes (TPP, Trasadingen,
Switzerland) in growth media at 36°C, 5% CO2 and 85% humid-
ity. Cells were maintained by passaging multiple times a week at
a target seed density.

2.2. Single Cell Cloning by Limiting Dilution

Limiting dilution cloning was performed through measurement
of viable cell density of a stable culture using a trypan blue dye
exclusion cell analyzer (Vi-Cell XR, Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA),
dilution in custom cloning media at a target density of approxi-

mately 0.7 cells per 180 µL per well and transferring into a sterile
96-well microtiter plate (Corning, Corning NY).

2.3. Single Cell Cloning by Flow Cytometry

The FACS AriaIIu (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) cell
sorter was used to isolate and deposit single cells from stable
transfected pools directly into 96-well microtiter plates (Corn-
ing, Corning, NY) prefilled with a custom cloning medium. Sort-
ing parameters were set for three doublet discrimination gates,
the highest stringency conflict resolution setting, and flow rates
that conferred optimal purity. Manual verification of single cells
sorted on a glass slide by microscopy was performed to increase
sorting stringency (if doublets or aggregates were detected) un-
til zero doublets were observed. Following optimized instrument
set-up, single cell sorting into the wells of a 96-well microtiter
plate commenced. Internal plate control wells include wells bulk
sorted with single color cells.

2.4. Imaging and Image Verification after FACS or Limiting
Dilution Seeding

After depositing, plates were centrifuged and immediately im-
aged on a high-throughput microscopic imager (Cell Metric, So-
lentim, Dorset, UK or CloneSelect Imager, Molecular Devices,
San Jose, CA). Imaging was performed periodically post seed-
ing to track the formation of a single colony. Clonally derived cell
lines were confirmed using several criteria: 1) clear proof of a sin-
gle cell on day 0; 2) absence of significant artifacts in the well; 3)
formation of single round colony; and 4) independent verification
by two different scientists.

2.5. Single Cell Cloning by Berkeley Lights Beacon Instrument

Stable pools were single cell loaded on OptoSelect chips (De-
sign 1750, Berkeley Lights, Emeryville, CA) using the Beacon
instrument (Berkeley Lights, Emeryville, CA). OEP settings and
scripts for loading and exporting cells were provided by BLI.
Cells were cultured on the chips for 4 days using seed train
growth medium containing additional growth supplements and
manufacturer-recommended settings. Repeated imaging and
cell counting were performed using the integrated 4× micro-
scope and camera on the Beacon instrument. Cell counting
algorithms were provided by BLI. Evidence of clonal deriva-
tion was achieved by an image of a single cell in a NanoPen.
Selected pens were exported using OEP to guide between
2–20 cells out of NanoPens into the main channel, followed by
flushing off the chip into a 96-well microtiter plate prefilled with
a custom cloning medium. Blank exports were performed before
and after each export where an equal volume line sample is de-
posited into even-column wells. Exports and blank samples are
incubated for at least 14 days to monitor growth and contam-
ination events in the system lines. Fluorescence in plates was
monitored using the Cell Metric FL imaging system (Solentim,
Dorset, UK) using the manufacturer supplied “monitor clonality
scripts.” Detection of RFP and GFP expressing were optimized
through single color controls and validation using the EVOS FL
Cell Imaging Microscope (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA)
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Table 1. Validation of the Beacon cloning process steps and the overall
clonality assurance rates.

Process step True
positive

False
positive

Negative Assurance
rate

Beacon loading 1205 3 550 99.7%

Beacon NanoPen Isolation 1758 0 n.a. 100%

Beacon export purity 112 0 n.a. 100%

Scores of true positive, false positive, and negative events for individual workflow
steps described in Figure 2. For Beacon Loading, true positive event is defined as
single cell of known phenotype, false positive is defined as single cell of unknown
phenotypic identity, negatives defined as blank pen (280), pen loaded with multiple
cells (182), or incorrectly categorized by BLI algorithm as blank (88). For Beacon
NanoPen Isolation, true positive defines pens that maintained homogenous phe-
notypic identity on day 4 when compared to day 0. For Beacon Export Purity, true
positive is defined as clone of homogenous phenotypic identity that is consistent
with phenotypic identity of clone selected for export.

2.6. Calculation of Clonality Probability

To evaluate clonality assurance, the probability of clonality (PoC)
was calculated by estimating the percentage of true positives
among all clone candidates.[22] Among clone candidates that have
passed all bright field imaging and verification criteria, true pos-
itive and false positive are determined by using independent flu-
orescent imaging at least 14 days of outgrowth to check whether
the culture has a single-color phenotype. Clones that have passed
verification criteria and later determined to have a dual-color phe-
notype are false positives. To compensate for the inability to see
wells that contain cells of the same color, the number of false
positive wells were doubled (2×). To account for the effect of sam-
ple size, the Wilson method was used as previously described.[23]

Briefly, a one-sided upper 95% confidence interval for the prob-
ability was calculated as a conservative estimate. The data in Ta-
ble 1 was used to calculate the confidence interval using the Wil-
son method:

95% upper confidence limit probability

=
p̂ +

z21−𝛼
2n

+ z1−𝛼

√
p̂ (1 − p̂)

n
+
z21−𝛼
4n2

1 +
z21−𝛼
n

,

where n is the total number of observed wells, z1 − 𝛼
is the (1 −

𝛼)th percentile of the standard normal distribution; 1 − 𝛼 is the
target confidence level, and p̂ is the observed proportion of false
positives among all wells.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Beacon Platform Provides a Complete Image Data
Package for Clonal Assurance

A common paradigm used to assure a single cell progenitor is to
establish assurance of single cell deposition into a culture vessel,
assurance of culture isolation through the duration of the culture,

and assurance of purity when transferred out (Figure 1A). Typi-
cally, cloning processes occur in a single well of amicrotiter plate.
Assurance of single cell deposition (Figure 1A, blue box, i) is
determined through a statistical distribution assumption for lim-
iting dilution, imaging during deposition (SCP), or experimen-
tally measured and calculated (FACS).[23] To improve assurance,
microscopic imaging at the bottom of the well (Figure 1A, green
boxes) within 24 h of plating provides evidence of single cell
isolation and deposition. Images are often taken before (iii) and
after cell seeding (iv), followed by repeated imaging to monitor
growth of a localized colony (v). The probability of cells that may
reside outside of the image area (Figure 1A, red box, ii) is experi-
mentally determined and calculated as “ghost” wells.[24] Together,
the plurality of data is manually verified and accepted as clonally
derived.
The Berkeley Lights Beacon platform follows a similar clon-

ality assurance paradigm through microscopic imaging and
manual verification (Figure 1A, Bottom). The platform provides
improved integrated imaging capability in combination with
in-process quality controls compared to microtiter plate based
cloning approaches. An OptoSelect NanoPen is over 100 000×
smaller in volume (≈1.7 nL) than a well in a 96-well microtiter
plate (≈200 µL). This size reduction results in improved image
quality due to minimal z-depth (≈40 µm), clear edges, and
reduced debris and artifacts. Automated focus and calibration
capability combined with artificial intelligence (AI) cell identifi-
cation simplifies the imaging workflow, enabling near real-time
image analysis.
The initial cell deposition step utilizes an AI algorithm for cell

detection followed by OEP to guide single cells into NanoPens
(vii). The entire chip imaged before (viii) and immediately af-
ter cell loading is completed to provide pictorial proof of a
single cell progenitor (ix). In the second stage of on-chip cell
culturing and characterization, the fluidic flow in channels out-
side NanoPens is optimized to maintain completely in laminar
regime with no occurrence of turbulence within the NanoPens
where the cells are growing or in the chip channels. Time-course
imaging and an AI cell count algorithm are used as in-process
monitoring tools to ensure the empty NanoPens remain empty
(xi) and cells do not expand beyond themaximum recommended
height inside the NanoPen (x). In case when overgrowth occurs,
there is a risk that the growing clones will expand into the chan-
nels and contaminate the export flow path. This risk is miti-
gated through strict monitoring of growth and ensuring that
exports are performed before the cells expand beyond the rec-
ommended height (roughly ¾ of pen height filled). In the last
stage of export for each clone, the complete export flow path
is thoroughly flushed. Pen images are taken before (xii), dur-
ing (xiii), and immediately after (xiv) export, as well as the ex-
port well plate (xv) to account for all cells on the chip. Through-
out the export procedure, in-process fluidic samples are taken
before and after each export. These in-process samples are de-
posited into a medium containing well on the same well plate to
assess for clonal contamination or cross contamination in sys-
tem lines. The well plate is further incubated for 2 weeks and
re-imaged to ensure growth only in the intended wells and not
in the in-process fluid control samples (xvi-red boxes). Manual
verification of images is performed as a last step for data veri-
fication together with a complete image data set tracking cells
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Figure 1. Subcloning workflow and single cell progenitor controls. A) Schematic of comparing single cell cloning workflows associated with microtiter
plate-based cloning (top) and Beacon platform (bottom). Blue squares designate primary cell isolation and deposition methods steps. Green squares
designate microscopic imaging image evidence and respective imaging areas captured. Red dotted square represent areas unable to capture using
imaging and assurance is provided through measurement of “ghost-well” rates. Roman numerals indicate specific image data points or statistical
measurements. B) Examples of image evidence used to support single cell progenitor assurance. Evidence from plate sorting methods include image
prior to seeding (iii), image directly after seeding (iv), and image of a single localized colony (v). Evidence from Beacon cloning involve image of empty
NanoPen prior to seeding (viii), image of single cell after OEP seeding (ix), time series of NanoPen growth (x), evidence of zero cross-contamination on
chip through time series of adjacent empty NanoPens (xi), image record of OEP export including before (xii), after unpenning (xiii) and after flushing
into well plates (xiv), image evidence of cells deposited into well plates (xv), evidence of growing culture after incubation (xvi), evidence of lack of
contamination from cultured in process fluidic samples (xvi wells in red boxes)
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Figure 2. Validation of workflow steps using representative model CHO system. A) Single cells expressing expected fluorescent protein (GFP or RFP)
were loaded onto the desired zones (dotted boxes) on the chip. Red and green fluorescence are measured and merged in example image of entire chip
(top) and zoomed section (bottom). B) Cells are cultured over extended time tomonitor and confirm that there is nomixing between pens during laminar
flow of culture media. White dotted line depicts the border between flowing channel (above line) and inside NanoPens (below line). C) Cells with the
expected phenotype were exported as shown by imaging of well plates post export using a fluorescence enable plate imager. D) Example images of clones
expressing fluorescent proteins acquired after export into well plates. Images corresponding to mixed colony were acquired and scaled independently.

on and off the Beacon that enables rapid data verification and
documentation.

4. Validation of Beacon Cloning Process Using
Representative Model CHO System

To validate that the process described earlier does assure for
clonal derivation, we used two representative CHO model cell
lines that constitutively express either GFP or RFP. They were
developed following a standard cell line development workflow,
subclonedmultiple times withmultiple techniques, and the final
clones were selected to have similar growth phenotypes and a sta-
ble fluorescent phenotype. InFigure 2A, the Beacon instrument’s
ability to correctly deposit single cells of known fluorescent phe-
notypes into desired pen locations was assessed. As shown in
Table 1, single red and single green cells were placed into the
desired zones on the chip. Immediately after load, pens were in-
terrogated with the integrated fluorescent imaging capabilities to
verify correct loading and tracking of cell origins. The Beacon
correctly loaded, identified and documented a single clone with
a single color 99.7% of the time.
Figure 2B illustrates the monitoring of cross-contamination

events during cell culturing. Here the chip was cultured for an

extended duration (10 days), which is two times longer than typ-
ical process (5 days) and imaged daily. Zero instances of multi-
fluorescence pens or altered fluorescence pens were observed.
Finally, the export purity rate off the instrument was determined
(Figure 2C). Fluorescence identity of pens was determined and
selected for export at days 4–6. Fluorescence imaging was per-
formed on the exported well plates after export was complete and
2 weeks after (Figure 2D). All export colors and expected blank
wells out of 112 attempts were as expected. Results are summa-
rized in Table 1.
To measure the overall clonality assurance on the Beacon plat-

form and compare to industry standard microtiter plate-based
cloning approaches (limiting dilution and FACS), an equal vol-
ume mixture of the GFP- and RFP-expressing cells was sub-
cloned using one of the three methods: limiting dilution seed-
ing combined with plate image verification, FACS assisted cell
deposition combined with plate image verification, and Beacon
with integrated imaging and process controls (Table 2). After each
process output, clones were manually assessed for positive evi-
dence of clonality using the described process in Figure 1. Ver-
ified clones were then reassessed using a second independent
instrument (Solentim CellMetric FL) to determine the number
of single-color output cultures and multi-color output cultures.
The number of multi-color output cultures provides a surrogate
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Table 2. Overall clonality assurance rates.

Cloning process True positive False positive Negative No cell Attempts Assurance rate Wilson assurance

Beacon cloning process 419 0 26 349 794 100% 99.36%

FACS cloning process 179 0 219 1226 1624 100% 98.52%

Limiting dilution cloning process 66 0 311 775 1152 100% 96.08%

An equal ratio of cells stably expressing either GFP or RFP proteins were cloned using one of three approaches: limiting dilution, FACS, and Beacon. True positives are
defined as clones that have passed clonal verification acceptance criteria and then measured to have a single color phenotype. False positives have passed clonal verification
acceptance criteria and measured to have a multi-color phenotype. Negatives are clones that have failed acceptance criteria defined by each method. “No cell” refers to the
number of wells that show no growth after seeding or exporting.

to estimate the false positives, which is needed to calculate the
probability of clonality (PoC).[22,24] To calculate the probability that
the process ensures a single cell origin, we calculate the mea-
sured probability of clonality (number of true positives/(number
of true positives + false positives)).[22] The probability is also cal-
culated using one-sided upper 95% confidence interval by Wil-
son method to take in account for sample size.[7,23] The Beacon
platform was shown to provide equivalent clonality assurance
to reported methods (100% and 99.33%, respectively). This co-
incides with a similar monoclonal probability assessment per-
formed by the instrument manufacturer. When comparing be-
tween growing colonies, the Beacon cloning and confirmation
process calls 94% of exported cultures as positive that they were
clonally derived. This is compared to 45% for a FACS and 17% for
a limiting dilution process. These lower rates are due to a num-
ber of reasons including multiple cells seeded in a single well,
strict imaging acceptance criteria (e.g., away from well edge, fo-
cus, high contrast, round cell shape), difficulty ensuring a high-
quality day zero image, andmaintaining a single localized colony
over the imaging time frame. Additionally, Beacon clones that
have been selected for export into 96-well microtiter plates have a
higher recovery rate (56%) (positive + negative / attempts) com-
pared to FACS (24%) and limiting dilution (33%) in the same
plate format. The improved recovery can be attributed to prese-
lection of healthy, growing clones on the chip, and the fact that
multiple cells are seeded into plates from the Beacon process.
In comparison, the direct well plate seeding methods require a
single cell clonality image inside a well, and therefore must re-
cover from a lower effective density, that is, a single cell. Together,
the overall cloning efficiency (true positive, clonal verified, grow-
ing colonies/attempted seeded wells) is 52% for Beacon, 11% for
FACS, and 5.7% for limiting dilution.

5. Conclusions

It is well established that manufacturing cell line clonality deriva-
tion can be assured using microscopic imaging and verifica-
tion. Clonality assurance on the Berkeley Lights Beacon platform
follows the same imaging and validation paradigm. However,
through improved integrated imaging capability, cell detection al-
gorithms, and in-process quality controls, the Beacon provides
an overall stronger data package for single cell progenitor as-
surance. Using a representative CHO model system, we have
demonstrated the Beacon platform provides improved efficiency
over FACS and limiting dilution approaches, while offering com-
parable assurances of single cell derivation.
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